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Press Kit
The Muslim World needs a special infrastructure which
creates new possibilities for communication in the Internet with
the content relevant to Halal Standards. The World Muslim
Project "Suhba Connect" is an application created for the
smartphones and give users the possibility to freely exchange
with the photos, videos, audio and short messages using only
Internet connection of the phone.
In translation from Arabic language "Suhba" means
"community". "Suhba Connect" makes it possible to create group
chats on interest and to make collective audio and video calls.
Newly patented technology of video communication, created
by our Partners from "Setevizor" helps the application to sustain
heavy loads and to keep the application stable with the rise in
number of the users and at the same time do not influence the
quality of services.
This application makes better connection quality between the
users and use less Internet traffic.
"Suhba Connect" unites all people who supports safe
Internet. By installing “Suhba Connect” Messenger, Android and
IOS users can freely communicate with friends, families and
colleagues all over the Globe. "Suhba Connect" supports 50
languages.
You can install the application using this link: Suhba Connect
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Information on the Developer
The idea of creation of the special Messenger for Muslims
belongs to the "Suhba" Company from Kazan city in Russia.
"Suhba" Team united together having an aim to create a special
Internet environment for Muslims. The main reason comes
from the situation when more and more people support
common universal values of morality and want to defend
themselves and their children from the negative information
which is freely spreaded in the World Internet network.
"Suhba" Company is based on the Halal principles and gives
people the possibility to be together, no matter what nationality
or religion they are, freely communicate with each other, being
in one loyal informational environment without the negative
content. They united together having the same values such as traditional family, Multinationality and healthy being as a basic
element of the Community.
Address: 420073, Russian Federation, Republic of
Tatarstan, Kazan City, Gvardeyskaya st. 33, office 314
Тел.: +7 (843) 214-23-49.
E-mail: info@suhba.ru
Сайт: suhba.ru

